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Abstract—This paper proposes a method for detecting faults
generated by increased loads in a class of mechanical control
systems. It is considered that the load (input disturbance)
is unmeasurable, only its bounds corresponding to normal
operation are known. To solve the fault detection problem,
a detector was proposed for a class of linear control systems
that can be implemented with low computational costs. The
method is applicable for electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA)
with unknown load. The proposed fault detection approach is
validated through simulations for jamming detection of aircraft
control surfaces driven by EHA.

Index Terms—Fault detection, Hydraulic actuator, Distur-
bance estimation, Mechanical jamming

I. INTRODUCTION

The electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA) represent a novel

approach to steer the control surfaces of an aircraft. With

this actuating method the hydraulic power supply and many

hydraulic pipes can be omitted from the aircraft, because

the actuator also generates the necessary hydraulic pressure

for moving the piston (Power By Wire technology). The

new generation of Airbus passenger aircrafts (A380) are

also applying EHAs in the backup system of control surface

actuation.

During their operation, the electrical and hydraulic actua-

tors, which work in hazardous environments, are exposed to

various types of faults. Fast and reliable detection of these

faults is indispensable especially in safety critical systems

such as aircrafts. The classical approach for detecting faults

is to run a reliable process model parallel with the real

process with same inputs. Based on the difference between

the real output and the model output a residual signal is

generated. If the residual is greater then a given threshold

value, the system is in fault mode.

The model uncertainties and unmeasurable disturbances

could severely influence the performances of fault detectors,

leading to undetected faults or false alarms. It is why robust

fault detection methods have to be developed [1]. The classi-

cal approach is to decouple the disturbances on the generated

residuals by applying linear or nonlinear unknown input

observers [2]. When the exact decoupling is not solvable,

approximate decoupling methods can be applied, based on

different optimization methods, see e.g. [3].

Another approach to deal with unmeasurable disturbances

is to use extended state estimators that incorporate the

disturbance into the estimator model, and tries to estimate it

as an unknown state. In [4] it was shown, how a general

structure observer can be extended for input disturbance

estimation. The paper [5] proposes PI and PD type observers

to detect constant input and sensor faults. In the study [6]

the disturbance observer based fault detection was extended

for a class of nonlinear systems.

The introduction of fault detection algorithms in aircraft

control systems is indispensable. In the classical Fly By Wire

systems the servo controlled hydraulic actuators are wide

spread. These actuators have an external hydraulic power

supply which generates the necessary pressure for driving

the piston. The hydraulic flow in the cylinders is controlled

by an electro-mechanical servo valve driven by a servo

controlled motor [7], [8]. Several fault detection algorithms

were developed for these type of hydraulic actuators. The

most popular approaches are based on Extended Kalman

Filters or on nonlinear observers [9]–[13]. These observers

can be applied in state estimation or parameter estimation

approach, depending on the formulated fault detection prob-

lem. However most of these methods assume that more than

one internal states of the system (e.g. chamber pressure

difference) can be measured and the effect of the external

forces were considered known or can be neglected.

In this work we considered the case when on the rod

position is the only measurable state of the actuator and

the external load generated force (which is considered as

an input disturbance) is unmeasurable, only its limits corre-

sponding to normal operation are known. The proposed fault

detection method is formulated for a general class of linear

systems, to which the EHA belongs.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:

Section II introduces the proposed fault detection method

for a general class of linear systems. Section III presents the

dynamic model of the electro-hydrostatic actuators, based

on which the fault detector can be designed. Section III

presents, how the fault detection method can be applied

for electro-hydrostatic actuators and it contains simulation

results. Finally, Section V sums up the conclusions of this
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work.

II. DISTURBANCE ESTIMATION BASED FAULT

DETECTION

Consider a stable linear control system in the form:

ẋ = Ax+B(u + d+ f) (1)

y = Cx,

where x ∈ Rn is the vector of states, y ∈ Rp is the

vector of outputs, u, d, f ∈ Rm, m ≤ p are the vectors of

control inputs, disturbances and faults respectively. Assume

that (A,C) is observable and (A,B) is controllable. The

disturbance and fault vectors may be state dependent.

Since the fault f and the disturbance d enters in the

same channel in the model, the effect of the disturbance

on residual cannot be decoupled [1].

Rewrite the vector of faults and disturbances in the

following form:

d+ f =: d0 + �d(t), (2)

where d0 denotes the dominant low frequency component

in the signal and �d is a zero mean value high frequency

disturbance.

Now assume that the absolute value of the ith component

of the input disturbance vector (e.g. external load on the

mechanical system) during normal operation lies in an a-

priori known domain given by, i.e. ∣di∣ ≤ dMAXi(y, u).
Generally it can be assumed that the magnitude of the fault

f is greater than the magnitude of the disturbance signal

d. The limit value dMAXi can be exceeded when a fault

appears in the system, for example due to increased friction

or mechanical jamming. Hence based on the estimated input

disturbance, decision signals for overload (rOLi) can be

defined as follows:

rOLi =

{

1, if ∣d̂0i∣ > dMAXi(y, u)
0, otherwise.

(3)

Here d̂0i denote the estimated value of d0i (the residual

signal).

A. PI Observer Based Design

Assume that d0 is constant. Rewrite the equation (1) as

follows:
(

ẋ

ḋ0

)

=

[
A B
0 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aext

(
x
d0

)

+

[
B
0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bext

u+

[
B
0

]

�d,

y = [C 0]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cext

(
x
d0

)

. (4)

Based on this extended model, a PI type observer can be

developed in the form:
(

˙̂x
˙̂
d0

)

= [Aext −KCext]

(
x̂

d̂0

)

+Bextu+Ky, (5)

where Aext, Bext and Cext denote the extended system

matrices from the model (4).

K is a gain matrix which stabilizes [Aext −KCext].
K has to be designed such that to deal with the high

frequency component of the disturbance (�d) as well. It

can be exploited that the mean value of �d is zero. When

�d is independent on the system states and it can be

approximated with a multivariate normal distribution w(t),
i.e. �d(t) ≈ w(t), standard Kalman filter design procedure

[14] can be applied to obtain K . Otherwise assume that the

time dependent disturbance can be approximated as follows:

B�d ≈ x�̇(t) + ẇ(t), where w(t) ∈ R and �(t) ∈ R are

generated by exogenous Wiener processes. In this case state

estimator design procedures developed for Itô type processes

can be applied, that minimize the effect of w(t) and �(t) on

the estimation error x− x̂, see for example [15], [16].

B. Residual Generator Based Design

In industrial practice simply implementable algorithms

are required with low computational and implementation

costs. For the implementation of the PI type observers the

dimension of the dynamic system that generates the faults

is n+m, where n is the dimension of the state vector and

m is the dimension of the input disturbance vector.

In order to obtain a simplified model for estimating d0,

consider the model of the system (1) written in a transfer

matrix form:

y(s) = G(s)u(s) +G(s)(d0(s) + �d(s)), (6)

where G(s) = C(sI −A)−1B.

The estimation of d0 can be formulated as a fault detection

problem, i.e. find a residual signal r(s) in function of u(s)
and y(s) such that r(s) = M(s)d0(s), where M(s) is

a diagonal transfer matrix with stable, unit steady state

gain transfer functions in the diagonal. Assume the residual

generator in the form:

r(s) = [Qy(s) Qu(s)]

[
y(s)
u(s)

]

, (7)

where Qy(s) and Qu(s) are transfer matrices to be deter-

mined.

The residual generator can also be written as:

r(s) = [Qy(s) Qu(s)]

[
G(s) G(s)
I O

] [
u(s)

d0(s) + �d(s)

]

= [Qy(s)G(s) +Qu(s) Qy(s)G(s)]

[
u(s)

d0(s) + �d(s)

]

.

The formulated fault detection problem is equivalent with:

[Qy(s)G(s) +Qu(s) Qy(s)G(s)] = [O M(s)] , (8)

from where the transfer matrices of the residual generator

can be obtained:
{

Qy(s) = M(s)G†(s)
Qu(s) = −M(s),

(9)
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where G†(s) is the left inverse of G(s). Hence the residual

generator has the form:

r(s) = M(s)G†(s)y −M(s)u (10)

The stable, unit steady state gain transfer matrix M(s)
has to be chosen such that M(s)G†(s) is proper and stable.

It should also have a low-pass filter behavior to attenuate

the effect of the high frequency noise (�d) on the residual.

The residual generator above may have high degree in

order to achieve the desired filtering properties and to ensure

that M(s)G†(s) is proper. In order to obtain a simply imple-

mentable form for the residual generator, model reduction

techniques [17] can be applied for G(s) and the residual

generator can be designed based on a reduced model Gr(s).
In this case it should be checked that the following norms

will not exceed some given reasonable limits.

sup0≤!<!f
∥M(j!)−Mr(j!)∥2 ,

sup0≤!<!f

∥
∥M(j!)G†(j!)−Mr(j!)G

†
r(j!)

∥
∥
2
,

where Mr(s) is designed based on the model Gr(s) such to

have similar filtering properties as M(s). !f denotes here

the angular frequency over which the inputs are sufficiently

attenuated due to the low pass filter property of the residual

generator.

For example, assume that the control system under inves-

tigation has a fast dynamics, hence it can be approximated

as Gr(s) = G(0), and G(0) is left invertible. With this

assumption the transfer matrix Mr(s) can be chosen as a

diagonal matrix with first order filters in the diagonal in the

form Mr(s) = diag
[

kfi

s+kfi

]

, where kfi > 0, i = 1,m. With

this approximation in time domain the residual generator has

the following easily implementable form:

ṙ = Kf

(
G(0)†y − (u+ r)

)
, (11)

where Kf = diag [kfi]. Note that with this filter the input

u will not be completely decoupled from the residual r.

However if closed loop control system is assumed with

piecewise-constant reference signal as input, the residual

generator (11) can be applied with good decoupling per-

formances.

III. EHA MODEL FOR FAULT DETECTION

The electro-hydrostatic actuator has a sealed pressurized

housing filled with hydraulic fluid. A bi-directional motor is

immersed in the fluid and drives a pump for exchanging fluid

via a hydraulic circuit between the chambers of the actuator.

The chambers are separated by a piston and consider that

the rod of the piston actuates an aircraft control surface.

During aircraft operation the aerodynamic effects generate

high magnitude forces which act as an external load force on

the actuator. These forces depend on the actuator position,

direction of the actuator’s motion, and external factors such

as aircraft altitude and speed.

A. Basic Equations

The dynamic model of the actuator can be derived based

on the Newtonian motion of the piston’s rod, on the dy-

namics of the hydraulic fluid pressure difference in the

actuator chambers and on the dynamical equation of the

electrical motor that actuates the pump. Consider that the

EHA actuates a control surface of an aircraft (see Figure 1).

The motion of the rod is described by the following

equation:

Mẍ+ Ff (ẋ) + Faero = SΔP, (12)

where x denote the rod position, ΔP is the pressure dif-

ference between the two chambers of the actuator, Faero is

the aerodynamic force applying on the control surface, Ff

is the friction induced damping. S is the area of the piston

surface, M is the mass of the actuator’s rod and its load.

The pressure differential dynamics is given by (see e.g.

[18], [19]):

CH(x)ΔṖ = Qf − Sẋ, (13)

where Qf denotes the flow in the hydraulic circuit and

CH(x) is the hydraulic capacity that can be calculated

as: 1
CH(x) = 1

C1(x)
+ 1

C2(x)
; C1(x) = V01+Sx

B
; C1(x) =

V02+S(L−x)
B

. The parameters in the relations above are:

V01, V02 initial chamber volumes, B bulk modulus of the

hydraulic fluid, L internal length of the actuator cylinder.

The flow (Qf ) through the hydraulic circuit can be as-

sumed to be proportional with the angular speed (!) of the

electrical motor which generates the pressure difference [20],

[21]. In order to sustain the closed loop hydraulic circuit of

EHA, a refeeding circuit with a pressurized accumulator and

check valves is necessary. The flow from/to the accumulator

can be assumed proportional with the pressure difference

ΔP [18], [22].

Qf = D! −KLΔP, (14)

where D is the displacement of the pump divided by 2�,

KL is the leakage coefficient.

The model for the electrical motor that actuates the pump

(Direct Current speed controllable motor is assumed with

neglected electrical time constant, Lm/R <<) reads as:

J!̇ = Kii− �L, (15)

i =
1

R
(uM −Kemf!) ,

�L = KDPSΔP,

where ! is the angular speed of the electrical motor, i is the

current through the motor, uM is the input voltage of the

motor, �L is the motor’s load generated torque (proportional

with the generated pressure difference). Parameters: J is

the inertia of the rotor and the motor load, Ki is the

torque constant, Kemf is the speed constant, R is the motor

resistance, Lm is the motor inductance, KDP is the pressure

difference generated load constant.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of control surface actuation with EHA

The model of the actuator can be summarized as follows:
⎧

⎨

⎩

Mẍ+ Ff (ẋ) + Faero = SΔP

CH(x)ΔṖ = D! − Sẋ−KLΔP
J!̇ = Ki

1
R
(uM −Kemf!)− SKDPΔP.

(16)

Note that during modeling some factors, such as friction

induced nonlinearities, the internal leakage between the actu-

ator chambers were neglected. In the case of more elaborate

nonlinear modeling these factors should also be taken into

consideration [23]. In this work it was considered that the

amount of force generated by the aerodynamic forces has

much greater influence on the dynamics than the neglected

factors.

B. Simplified model for Fault Detection

Consider that the friction in the actuator can be approxi-

mated with a viscous friction model (Ff (ẋ) = FV ẋ, FV >
0) and the time constant of the motor and the hydraulic

time constant can be neglected related to the main mechan-

ical time constant of the system. Hence by assuming that

ΔṖ = 0 and !̇ = 0 from (16) results:

SΔP =
Ki

RKSΔP

(uM −Kemf

S

D
ẋ), (17)

where KSΔP = KΔP +
KIKemfKL

RSD
.

In aircraft fault detection systems the controller can also

be introduced into the model that is used for fault detection

[24], [25]. Assume that the position control of the actuator

is solved by using a PD type control law: uM = KP (xref −
x) − KDẋ, KP ,KD > 0. Hence the simplified model of

the actuator control system reads as:

Mẍ+

(

FV + (KD +Kemf

S

D
)

Ki

RKSΔP

)

ẋ+

KPKi

RKSΔP

x =
KPKi

RKSΔP

xref − Faero + f, (18)

where f is the force that generates the overload fault. During

normal operation f = 0.

C. Input Disturbance and Jamming Fault

The aerodynamic force, that acts on the actuator dynam-

ics as an external load force, beside the actuator position

depends on many actuator independent factors and it can

hardly be measured during aircraft operation. It also depends

on the sign of actuator velocity: when the control surface

approaches zero position the aerodynamic force acts as a

helping force; when the surface departs from zero position

the force acts as a breaking force. Generally Faero can be

considered as an unmeasurable input disturbance that de-

pends on the states of the actuator and on external parameters

as well.

In this work Faero in the following simplified form was

assumed for simulation purposes:

Faero(x) = Kaero(p, x, ẋ)∣x∣
�(p,ẋ) sgn(x) sgn(ẋ) + F0(p).

(19)

Here F0 is the value of Faero in the zero position (when

the control surface is in line with the wing), the vector p
incorporates mainly unmeasurable and actuator independent

parameters and variables such as the aircraft altitude and

speed, wind parameters, angle of attack of the airplane.

Kaero is a state dependent, time varying nonlinear gain.

� is a parameter dependent exponent. It is considered that

sgn(0) = 0.

In the case of jamming (overload type fault), the control

surface stuck in a fixed position. A jammed control surface

can severely affect the aircraft controllability and accord-

ingly the safety of the flight operation. The root cause of

this fault is generally the jamming or torsion of the actuator’s

rod or mechanical breakage of the actuated control surface.

Based on the model (18) the jamming type fault in EHA can

be modeled as:

f = Faero(xjam) +
KPKi

RKSΔP

(xjam − xref ), (20)

where xjam is a constant jamming position.

A simple solution to detect jamming in control systems

is based on the steady state error. If the difference between

the real position and the prescribed position is greater than

a given threshold after the settling time, it can be assumed

that the system is in fault mode. However, in safety critical

systems much faster detection time is required than the

settling time, hence model based approaches have to be

applied that can also deal with unmeasurable disturbances.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The applicability of the fault detection method was tested

on an EHA with similar parameters as it was given in [23]:

L = 2.3E − 3 H , R = 1.5 Ω, Ki = 0.2 Nm/A, Kemf =
4.2E − 4 V s/rad, D = 1.2E − 6/(2�) m3/rad, M =
100 kg, S = 71E − 4 m2, FV = 150 Ns/m, KΔP =
.01 m. For the control of the EHA a PD type control law

was applied with KP = 20000 and KD = 2000 s.

The aerodynamic force (input disturbance) was gener-

ated by relation given in (19) with constant parameters as

Kaero = 4 N/m, F0 = 25 N and � = 1. By working
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Fig. 3. Realized position

with constant parameters the accuracy of the aerodynamic

model is compromised but, if it is assumed that the parameter

vector p is slowly varying, it is an acceptable simpli-

fication for demonstrating the performances of the fault

detection method. The boundaries of the input disturbance

were assumed as −dMAX < Faero < dMAX , where

dMAX = KMAX ∣x∣ + F0MAX with KMAX = 5 N/m,

F0MAX = 100 N .

The fault was injected into the control system as a

mechanical jamming at zero position, and it was simulated

using the relation (20). Over the constant jamming position

a white noise type disturbance with maximum 1.5 cm
amplitude was also added.

The fault detector (11) was constructed based on the

model (18). The steady state gain (from xref to x) of the sys-

tem is 1 and the load to be estimated is: RKSΔP

KPKi
(Faero + f).

The amplification gain was chosen Kf = 20 with which the

cutoff frequency of the detector is around 20 Hz.

Simulation results are shown in Figures 2 - 6. In all

graphics the time unit is second (in horizontal axis). The

prescribed position trajectory is a square signal with 20 cm

amplitude and 10 s period, prefiltered using a first order

filter with unit amplification and 0.3 s time constant. The

simulated aerodynamic force (input disturbance) is shown in

Figure 4. Since its value also depends on the sign of velocity,

when the position approaches to zero, its value changes its

sign.

In the Figure 3 it can be seen that the fault (jamming at

0 position) was injected into the system from t = 20 s
to t = 30 s. The Figure 5 shows the estimate of the

input disturbance. When there is no fault, the proposed

detection algorithm tracks the aerodynamic force with a

good precision and in steady state the estimation error

converges to zero. When the fault occurs, the estimated

disturbance overpasses the given bound for the load, and

the decision signal (see Figure 6) is active within 150 ms
after the occurrence of the fault. (In Figure 5 the estimated

disturbance has been saturated at 500 N ). In the time instant

t = 25 s the reference position is set to zero again. Since

the prescribed position is equal with the jamming position

at t = 27.15 s, the decision signal returns to zero.

V. CONCLUSION

A fault detection method was introduced for such control

systems in which the faults and disturbances enter in the

same input channel into the system. The residual is generated

based on the estimated disturbance value by assuming that

the bounds of the input disturbance are known. The fault

detector is a first order stable system which can be imple-

mented with low computational costs, hence it is applicable

in industrial practice.

The proposed fault detection method was applied for

mechanical jamming detection in aircraft control surfaces

actuated by EHA. The input disturbance in this case is the

aerodynamic force. Firstly a simplified model of the actuator

was derived. Based on the model, a fault detector for jam-

ming detection was designed and implemented. Simulation

results show that the fault detector can precisely estimate the

input disturbance and recognizes rapidly the fault state.
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